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VT-100 TRACKING 
SYSTEM
Highly capable and 
affordable.  Right-sized for 
fixed-site and transportable 
applications.

PRECISION MOUNT 
CONTROL SYSTEM
This flexible and adaptable 
interface provides state-of-
the-art pointing and tracking 
controls, including: manual 
and automatic guiding, 
remote control, video 
tracking, and a highly 
configurable control 
interface.

OPTICAL DATA 
COLLECTION 
/ANALYSIS
Whether it’s MWIR imagery 
of satellites or laser ranging 
data from RAM targets, we 
understand how to collect 
and analyze optical data. 

KTM 
REFURBISHMENTS
Our refurbishments address 
degradation in specific 
critical subsystems, update 
operational software, and 
resolve obsolescence issues 
for original components no 
longer manufactured. 

FREE SPACE 
OPTICAL
Laser communication 
(lasercom) is the next 
advancement in meeting 
projected bandwidth 
requirements of future space 
systems and alleviating the 
congestion in the RF 
spectrum.

For more information on any 
of our products or services 
please visit us on the Web 
at: www.vision.engineering
or call: 321-233-9933

This document and the information disclosed
within are confidential and the proprietary
property of Vision Engineering Solutions, LLC and
are protected by patent, copyright and other
proprietary rights.

http://www.vision.engineering


Optical Tracking Mounts are designed to track fast moving objects with precision while providing
Time, Space and Position Information (TSPI). These sophisticated technological assets are built to
last years and endure harsh weather conditions. Eventually, however, these assets need to be
overhauled and obsolescent technology needs to be upgraded.

Vision Engineering Solutions are experts in precision optical pointing and tracking. Our core
engineering team have been designing, integrating, refurbishing, and operating electro-optical
systems for more than 20 years.

Optical Tracking Mounts are considered the workhorses of DoD Ranges and have proven to be
durable over several decades. Vision Engineering Solutions’ KTM Refurbishment and Performance
Upgrade Package extends the KTM’s operational life by replacing the necessary components with
new, updated technology. Our targeted upgrade renews the KTM’s operational value, enhances its
performance, and saves taxpayers hundreds of thousands of dollars.

KTM REFURBISHMENT AND 
PERFORMANCE UPGRADES



Also Included:

• Documentation

• 1st yr Service 
Agreement

• Freight to and 
from

• Digital Video Recorder
• Digital Video Player

KTM STANDARD UPGRADE PACKAGE

The KTM Standard Upgrade Package is our typical overhaul and includes:
Click on an item below to learn more about that component of the package.

1Upgraded encoders and additional readheads for enhanced accuracy and redundancy.

2The Hardware Control Panel and the Precision Mount Control System may be utilized with multiple KTM’s 
when they meet the following conditions: 

• Each KTM was upgraded by Vision Engineering Solutions 
• Only one KTM can be connected to the HWCP and PMCS at a time

1Encoder

2Precision 
Mount Control 
System (PMCS)

2Hardware 
Control Panel 

(HWCP)

Data 
Converter 

Chassis

Amplifier 
Chassis

Encoder 
Chassis

Transformer 
Chassis

• Digital Video Analyzer
• External Data Receiver

Optional Equipment

Above package does not include work on motors, bearings, trailers, or 
cosmetics. A quote can be provided upon request.



At Vision Engineering, we upgrade the entire encoder system by replacing both the azimuth and
elevation resolver / Inductosyn encoders with higher quality, 26-bit resolution encoders. Additionally,
we add a second encoder readhead to the azimuth axis and elevation axis to reduce positional errors
caused by bearing inaccuracies. Typically, with two readheads per axis, the position can be averaged
which provides more accuracy. Also, in the event of a readhead failure, the damaged readhead can be
turned off and the system will operate on the remaining working readhead. In addition to this
hardware redundancy, some ranges may require two encoder sensors to verify positional data
integrity for safety purposes.

ENCODER UPGRADE

Azimuth axis 26-bit 
resolution encoder. Added 

second readhead for 
increased accuracy and 

redundancy.

Elevation axis 26-bit 
resolution encoder. Added 
second readhead for 
increased accuracy and 
redundancy.



Vision Engineering Solutions encoder system upgrade includes not only new and improved encoders,
and additional readheads, but also a new encoder chassis. The chassis receives the data from the four
encoder readheads and transmits position data to the PMCS computer over ethernet. This encoder
chassis is mounted in the rear bay of the KTM trailer.

ENCODER CHASSIS UPGRADE

Vision 
Engineering 

Solutions 
Encoder 
Chassis



Vision Engineering’s Transformer chassis is used to step up or down the AC voltage necessary to
properly drive the system. It can be configured to power the system from 208 – 240 single phase AC
input. It is also possible to power the chassis from 2 phases of a 3-phase power system as long as the
voltage is within 208 to 240 volts. The Transformer chassis can be configured to operate on 120vac
with reduced mount performance. The Transformer chassis is mounted in the control trailer.

TRANSFORMER CHASSIS UPGRADE

Vision 
Engineering 
Solutions 
Transformer 
Chassis

Internal 
components 

of two 
Transformer 

chassis.



Vision Engineering’s Amplifier chassis provides the drive current to the KTM motors to move the
system to the commanded position. It is controlled via Vision’s Precision Mount Control System
(PMCS) over ethernet and has provision for auxiliary analog inputs, analog outputs, digital I/O and
relay status contacts. Additionally, it is hardwired with an emergency stop (e-stop) circuit to inhibit
drive voltage if an emergency condition exists. The digital inputs can be used for external trigger
signals (e.g., an optical first motion detector) to be read by the PMCS software to activate various
features (e.g., mortar trajectory). New features can be added with some Non-Recurring Engineering
(NRE) to meet customer requirements. The Amplifier chassis is mounted in the control trailer.

AMPLIFIER CHASSIS UPGRADE

Vision 
Engineering 

Solutions 
Amplifier 

Chassis

Internal 
components 
of two 
Amplifier 
chassis.



Vision Engineering’s Data Converter chassis (DCC) converts the KTM position potentiometer (pot) and
stow pin/brake micro switches to data that the Precision Mount Control System (PMCS) can use to be
aware of the state of the tracking mount. This makes sure the system is not energized when it should
not be. The DCC has additional inputs/outputs that, with Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE), can be
used for custom functions. The chassis also provides a logic level output to indicate when the system
is powered up, and can be interfaced with customer supplied hardware to turn on a light to broadcast
the system state to personnel. The Data Converter chassis is mounted in the rear bay of the KTM
trailer.

DATA CONVERTER CHASSIS UPGRADE

Vision Engineering Solutions Data Converter Chassis



The Precision Mount Control System (PMCS) is a universal gimbal control system for altitude/azimuth
(elevation/azimuth) optical tracking mounts. Designed by Vision personnel with over 20 years of experience
conducting optical tracking operations for U.S. DoD programs, PMCS has been used to track objects ranging from
mortars and hypervelocity projectiles to LEO and GEO satellites. This feature-rich, versatile system provides state-of-
the-art pointing and tracking capabilities, including: a highly configurable control interface (GUI, control panel,
joystick or gamepad; mission-adaptable external inputs) radar, telemetry, or external computer control; multiple drive
modes (geodetic, star [sidereal], planet, trajectory, satellite, video, and remote [via ethernet]); and built-in star
calibration for internal mount and sensor calibration. PMCS integrates seamlessly with a KTM which has been refurbished
by Vision Engineering and integrates with a KTM not refurbished by Vision with some NRE (non-recurring engineering).

Feature Rich: 

· A wide variety of manual or 
automated tracking modes

· GUI and hardware interfaces

· Adaptable to a large range of
gimbal makes and models

· Video tracker interface

· Remote control interface

· Custom electronics to increase
reliability and speed

· Built-in safety features

· Built-in star calibration

· User calibration of servo drive

Adaptabil ity

· DC or AC servo motorinterface

· Serial, parallel or Ethernet interface to most popular brands of position

· Mission-adaptable external inputs: radar, telemetry, or external computer control

· Multiple user interface options: GUI, control panel, joystick or gamepad

· Multiple drive modes: geodetic, star (siderial), planet, trajectory, satellite, video, and remote

· Multiple hardware configurations: foot switches, knobs, safety limits, etc.

PMCS Software (GUI) Control Panel

PRECISION MOUNT CONTROL SYSTEM (PMCS)
Precision pointing and tracking for Alt-Azimuth gimbals

• Video tracker, recorder and analysis 
software

• Motion stabilization and inertial
referencing

• Custom integration with user gimbal

• Custom drive modes

• Mil-Spec shock, vibration, and
EMI

• Custom user controls
(Gamepads, Joysticks)

Custom Options Available



Hardware Configuration

Numerous Drive Modes

Star Calibration

Built-in star calibration for internal mount and sensor models. Intuitive setup for hardware
elements: foot switches,
knobs, safety limits, etc.

Geodetic Drive

Star (siderial) Drive

Satellite Drive

Trajectory Drive

Planet Drive

Video Tracker Drive

PRECISION MOUNT CONTROL SYSTEM (PMCS)
Precision pointing and tracking for Alt-Azimuth gimbals

D o m e  Drive



Calibration Parameters

Mount Bearing

Spiral Scan

PRECISION MOUNT CONTROL SYSTEM (PMCS)
Precision pointing and tracking for Alt-Azimuth gimbals

GPS Position Configuration



Vision Engineering’s Hardware Control Panel (HWCP) is the hardware which interfaces and controls the
PMCS software. The HWCP provides a convenient and flexible human interface into the Precision
Mount Control System (PMCS) to create a more efficient mission workflow. The HWCP augments the
PMCS’s functionality by creating a better way to operate the machine (e.g., conceptually the same as
the use of a mouse when operating a computer). The HWCP interface provides a more intuitive
experience. Like the amplifier chassis, the HWCP contains analog in, analog out and digital I/O
functions that can interface with the outside world. These functions are largely undefined but can be
configured as needed; it could be configured to control a Dome Control Drive System, for example. The
Hardware Control Panel is mounted in the control trailer.

HARDWARE CONTROL PANEL (HWCP)

Multiple user interface options: 
• 4 programmable knobs
• 2 programmable foot switches
• Joystick
• Gamepad

Vision 
Engineering 

Solutions 
Hardware 

Control Panel



TWO Kineto Tracking Mounts (KTM)

• Upgrading encoders and encoder electronics; adding second encoder readhead for improved
pointing accuracy and redundancy

• Replacing servo amplifier chassis

• Replacing/adding transformer chassis

• Integrating Vision’s Precision Mount Control System (PMCS™) 

• Integrating Vision’s Digital Video Recorder (DVR) system for sensor control and data recording

Yuma Proving Ground
Refurbishment Overview



White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)
Refurbishment Overview

Kineto Tracking Mount (KTM)

• Considered irreparable by WSMR and L3

• Vision began work in April 2017—Completed in September 2017

• Servo amplifier upgrade & replacement

• Encoder replacement

• Vision’s Precision Mount Control System (PMCS) installed

• Trailer reconditioned and repainted

• Vision used the KTM to support Army and Navy field tests in 2018 and 2019

AFTER

BEFORE



Website: https://vision.engineering

Business Development: 

Troy Renfrow

trenfrow@vision.engineering

321-323-0171

Ed Logue, CEO

elogue@vision.engineering

321-233-9933

More Information and Contacts

https://vision.engineering/
mailto:trenfrow@vision.engineering
mailto:elogue@vision.engineering
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